
800 1300 1900 800 1300 1900 800 1300 1900 800 1300 1900 800 1300

Maryrita 6116 6192 6332 6415 6502 6606 Mon late

Joe 6116 6192 6332 6415 6502 6606 Wed eve

Mike 6116 6192 6332 6415 6502 6606 6699 Tue

Steve 6192 6332 6415 6502 6699 Tue

Vic 6116 6192 6332 6415 6502 6606 6699 6913 Tue

Kytte 6332 6606

Graham 6699 6913

 

Curtis Staff

 

Not going

Linda  

Keith

Michael

Leslie

 

Legend LA FWS Other LFR HoR LSJ Volunteer Not avail

Start times: 8:00 8:00 See game 8:00 8:00 8:00

13:30 13:30 13:00 13:30 13:00

19:00 19:00 19:00 19:00 19:00

(Wed 09:00)

6749

6749

6749

6749

6749

Last updated 4/30/2012 20:48

Wednesday Thursday Friday

6779

6779

Sunday

Arrival Preferences

Saturday



Event Name Start Times W 0800 W 1330 

(13:00)
W 1900 

(18:00)

Th 0800 Th 1330 

(13:00)

Th 1900 F 0800 F 1330 

(13:00)

F 1900 Sa 0800 Sa 1330 

(13:00)

Sa 1900 Su 0800 Su 1330

Arcanis A1 Soft Point 08:00, 13:30, 19:00 6000 6031 6072 6115 6220 6410 6529 6604

Arcanis A1-HP12 Wolves in the Fold 08:00, 13:30, 19:00 6001 6032 6073 6116 6221 6411 6530 6605

Arcanis A1-HP13 For Hate's Sake… 08:00, 13:30, 19:00 6412 6531 6606 6672

Arcanis A1-HP14 …I Spit My Last Breath at Thee! 08:00, 13:30, 19:00

Arcanis LARP 2012 08:00, 13:30, 19:00

HoR Blessing of the Dragon 08:00, 13:30, 19:00 6623

HoR Castle of Water 08:00, 13:30, 19:00 6036 6083 6229 6313 6424 6534 6786 6854

HoR The Perfect Weapon 08:00, 13:30, 19:00 6038 6085 6231 6315 6426 6536 6788 6856
LFR CALI4-1 Plain of Stone Spiders (Paragon) Wed 18:00, else 08:00, 13:00, 19:00 6061 6118 6192 6303 6414 6500 6608 6673 6758
LFR CALI4-2 Dragon Above, Desert Below (Paragon) 08:00, 13:00, 19:00 6119 6193 6304 6415 6501 6609 6674 6759 6839
LFR CALI4-3 Twisted Rune (Paragon) 08:00, 13:00, 19:00 6194 6305 6416 6502 6610 6675 6760 6840 6903
SPEC4-3 Conflict in Calimport (Heroic) Wed 18:00, else 08:00, 13:00, 19:00 6066 6136 6215 6331 6443 6513 6639 6699 6912
SPEC4-4 Mischief in Memnon (Paragon) Wed 18:00, else 08:00, 13:00, 19:00 6067 6137 6216 6332 6444 6519 6640 6700 6913
ADCP4-2 The Lost City of Suldolphor (1-20, 2-rd BI) 13:00

May 30 - Wed May 31 - Thurs June 1 - Fri June 2 - Sat June 3 - Sun

6749

6779



Event #

Event Name

Feature 

Text 

Descriptio

n

Event Start 

Date/Time
Hosting Club or Company Location (Room + Area + Table)

6089 Legend of the Five Rings RPG - Introductory Scenario This is designed as a introduction to the world of the L5R RPG5/30/12 7:00 PM Alderac Entertainment GroupFairfield / Table 4

6268 Legend of the Five Rings RPG - Introductory Scenario This is designed as a introduction to the world of the L5R RPG5/31/12 3:00 PM Alderac Entertainment GroupFairfield / Table 4

6749 ADCP4-2 The Lost City of Suldolphor The ever-shifting sands of the Calimshan desert have uncovered the ancient city Suldolphor. The forces of Calimport, Memnon, and Almraiven converge upon the city, each striving to gain a tactical advantage in Calimshan. This adventure is a combat-intensive two-round continuous-play Living Forgotten Realms Battle Interactive for characters levels 1-20. This adventure can be played before or after the events of SPEC4-3, SPEC4-4, or the CALI Year 4 adventures.6/2/12 1:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6061 CALI4-1 Plain of Stone Spiders The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to the Plain of Stone Spiders. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.5/30/12 6:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6118 CALI4-1 Plain of Stone Spiders The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to the Plain of Stone Spiders. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.5/31/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6192 CALI4-1 Plain of Stone Spiders The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to the Plain of Stone Spiders. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.5/31/12 1:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6303 CALI4-1 Plain of Stone Spiders The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to the Plain of Stone Spiders. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.5/31/12 7:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6414 CALI4-1 Plain of Stone Spiders The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to the Plain of Stone Spiders. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.6/1/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6500 CALI4-1 Plain of Stone Spiders The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to the Plain of Stone Spiders. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.6/1/12 1:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6608 CALI4-1 Plain of Stone Spiders The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to the Plain of Stone Spiders. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.6/1/12 7:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6673 CALI4-1 Plain of Stone Spiders The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to the Plain of Stone Spiders. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.6/2/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6758 CALI4-1 Plain of Stone Spiders The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to the Plain of Stone Spiders. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.6/2/12 1:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6119 CALI4-2 Dragon Above, Desert Below The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to an earthmote, the lair of a blue dragon. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.5/31/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6193 CALI4-2 Dragon Above, Desert Below The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to an earthmote, the lair of a blue dragon. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.5/31/12 1:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6304 CALI4-2 Dragon Above, Desert Below The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to an earthmote, the lair of a blue dragon. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.5/31/12 7:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6415 CALI4-2 Dragon Above, Desert Below The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to an earthmote, the lair of a blue dragon. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.6/1/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6501 CALI4-2 Dragon Above, Desert Below The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to an earthmote, the lair of a blue dragon. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.6/1/12 1:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6609 CALI4-2 Dragon Above, Desert Below The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to an earthmote, the lair of a blue dragon. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.6/1/12 7:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6674 CALI4-2 Dragon Above, Desert Below The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to an earthmote, the lair of a blue dragon. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.6/2/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6759 CALI4-2 Dragon Above, Desert Below The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to an earthmote, the lair of a blue dragon. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.6/2/12 1:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6839 CALI4-2 Dragon Above, Desert Below The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to an earthmote, the lair of a blue dragon. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.6/2/12 7:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6194 CALI4-3 Twisted Rune The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to a highly secret cabal of powerful undead spellcasters. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.5/31/12 1:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6305 CALI4-3 Twisted Rune The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to a highly secret cabal of powerful undead spellcasters. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.5/31/12 7:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6416 CALI4-3 Twisted Rune The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to a highly secret cabal of powerful undead spellcasters. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.6/1/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6502 CALI4-3 Twisted Rune The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to a highly secret cabal of powerful undead spellcasters. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.6/1/12 1:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6610 CALI4-3 Twisted Rune The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to a highly secret cabal of powerful undead spellcasters. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.6/1/12 7:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6675 CALI4-3 Twisted Rune The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to a highly secret cabal of powerful undead spellcasters. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.6/2/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6760 CALI4-3 Twisted Rune The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to a highly secret cabal of powerful undead spellcasters. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.6/2/12 1:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6840 CALI4-3 Twisted Rune The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to a highly secret cabal of powerful undead spellcasters. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.6/2/12 7:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6903 CALI4-3 Twisted Rune The WeavePasha of Almraiven seeks adventurers to recover shards of the Calimemnon Crystal. He has traced one shard to a highly secret cabal of powerful undead spellcasters. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Paragon characters (levels 11-20). CALI4-1, CALI4-2, and CALI4-3 are playable in any order and form the Calimemnon Crystal major quest.6/3/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6418 CORE2-1 Fiends with Benefits Your search for answers has led you to the Silent City, a place that was crushed by the same Dark Lord that destroyed your past. The city is held captive by the tyranny of vicious devils, but perhaps you can find an ally within its walls. A one-round Core Adventure for character levels 1-5, and part 1 of the Tormented Land series.6/1/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6503 CORE2-1 Fiends with Benefits Your search for answers has led you to the Silent City, a place that was crushed by the same Dark Lord that destroyed your past. The city is held captive by the tyranny of vicious devils, but perhaps you can find an ally within its walls. A one-round Core Adventure for character levels 1-5, and part 1 of the Tormented Land series.6/1/12 1:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom



6611 CORE2-1 Fiends with Benefits Your search for answers has led you to the Silent City, a place that was crushed by the same Dark Lord that destroyed your past. The city is held captive by the tyranny of vicious devils, but perhaps you can find an ally within its walls. A one-round Core Adventure for character levels 1-5, and part 1 of the Tormented Land series.6/1/12 7:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6679 CORE2-1 Fiends with Benefits Your search for answers has led you to the Silent City, a place that was crushed by the same Dark Lord that destroyed your past. The city is held captive by the tyranny of vicious devils, but perhaps you can find an ally within its walls. A one-round Core Adventure for character levels 1-5, and part 1 of the Tormented Land series.6/2/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6762 CORE2-1 Fiends with Benefits Your search for answers has led you to the Silent City, a place that was crushed by the same Dark Lord that destroyed your past. The city is held captive by the tyranny of vicious devils, but perhaps you can find an ally within its walls. A one-round Core Adventure for character levels 1-5, and part 1 of the Tormented Land series.6/2/12 1:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6504 CORE2-2 Keep Your Fiends Close The devils of the Silent City are tearing the town apart looking for you, and the resistance is getting nervous. It’s up to you to regain the advantage… but in the process, you may learn exactly what they are hiding. A one-round Core Adventure for character levels 1-5, and part 2 of the Tormented Land series.6/1/12 1:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6612 CORE2-2 Keep Your Fiends Close The devils of the Silent City are tearing the town apart looking for you, and the resistance is getting nervous. It’s up to you to regain the advantage… but in the process, you may learn exactly what they are hiding. A one-round Core Adventure for character levels 1-5, and part 2 of the Tormented Land series.6/1/12 7:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6680 CORE2-2 Keep Your Fiends Close The devils of the Silent City are tearing the town apart looking for you, and the resistance is getting nervous. It’s up to you to regain the advantage… but in the process, you may learn exactly what they are hiding. A one-round Core Adventure for character levels 1-5, and part 2 of the Tormented Land series.6/2/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6763 CORE2-2 Keep Your Fiends Close The devils of the Silent City are tearing the town apart looking for you, and the resistance is getting nervous. It’s up to you to regain the advantage… but in the process, you may learn exactly what they are hiding. A one-round Core Adventure for character levels 1-5, and part 2 of the Tormented Land series.6/2/12 1:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6842 CORE2-2 Keep Your Fiends Close The devils of the Silent City are tearing the town apart looking for you, and the resistance is getting nervous. It’s up to you to regain the advantage… but in the process, you may learn exactly what they are hiding. A one-round Core Adventure for character levels 1-5, and part 2 of the Tormented Land series.6/2/12 7:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6613 CORE2-3 Fiends in Low Places Desperate to learn the secret of the devils, you assault the Silent Citadel itself. What you find beneath its halls may change everything. Will it be for the better? A one-round Core Adventure for character levels 1-5, and part 3 of the Tormented Land series.6/1/12 7:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6681 CORE2-3 Fiends in Low Places Desperate to learn the secret of the devils, you assault the Silent Citadel itself. What you find beneath its halls may change everything. Will it be for the better? A one-round Core Adventure for character levels 1-5, and part 3 of the Tormented Land series.6/2/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6764 CORE2-3 Fiends in Low Places Desperate to learn the secret of the devils, you assault the Silent Citadel itself. What you find beneath its halls may change everything. Will it be for the better? A one-round Core Adventure for character levels 1-5, and part 3 of the Tormented Land series.6/2/12 1:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6843 CORE2-3 Fiends in Low Places Desperate to learn the secret of the devils, you assault the Silent Citadel itself. What you find beneath its halls may change everything. Will it be for the better? A one-round Core Adventure for character levels 1-5, and part 3 of the Tormented Land series.6/2/12 7:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6905 CORE2-3 Fiends in Low Places Desperate to learn the secret of the devils, you assault the Silent Citadel itself. What you find beneath its halls may change everything. Will it be for the better? A one-round Core Adventure for character levels 1-5, and part 3 of the Tormented Land series.6/3/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6066 SPEC4-3 Conflict in Calimport Tensions between Calimport, Memnon, and Almraiven are a constant for the citizens of Calimshan. If war were to break out between two of the cities, the third would have a powerful upper hand. Ala’Ammar, patriarch of House Asada, seeks adventures to travel to Calimport and incite the city to war with Memnon, tipping the scales in Almaraiven’s favor. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Heroic characters (levels 1-10). This adventure can be played before or after ADCP4-2.5/30/12 6:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6136 SPEC4-3 Conflict in Calimport Tensions between Calimport, Memnon, and Almraiven are a constant for the citizens of Calimshan. If war were to break out between two of the cities, the third would have a powerful upper hand. Ala’Ammar, patriarch of House Asada, seeks adventures to travel to Calimport and incite the city to war with Memnon, tipping the scales in Almaraiven’s favor. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Heroic characters (levels 1-10). This adventure can be played before or after ADCP4-2.5/31/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6215 SPEC4-3 Conflict in Calimport Tensions between Calimport, Memnon, and Almraiven are a constant for the citizens of Calimshan. If war were to break out between two of the cities, the third would have a powerful upper hand. Ala’Ammar, patriarch of House Asada, seeks adventures to travel to Calimport and incite the city to war with Memnon, tipping the scales in Almaraiven’s favor. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Heroic characters (levels 1-10). This adventure can be played before or after ADCP4-2.5/31/12 1:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6331 SPEC4-3 Conflict in Calimport Tensions between Calimport, Memnon, and Almraiven are a constant for the citizens of Calimshan. If war were to break out between two of the cities, the third would have a powerful upper hand. Ala’Ammar, patriarch of House Asada, seeks adventures to travel to Calimport and incite the city to war with Memnon, tipping the scales in Almaraiven’s favor. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Heroic characters (levels 1-10). This adventure can be played before or after ADCP4-2.5/31/12 7:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6443 SPEC4-3 Conflict in Calimport Tensions between Calimport, Memnon, and Almraiven are a constant for the citizens of Calimshan. If war were to break out between two of the cities, the third would have a powerful upper hand. Ala’Ammar, patriarch of House Asada, seeks adventures to travel to Calimport and incite the city to war with Memnon, tipping the scales in Almaraiven’s favor. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Heroic characters (levels 1-10). This adventure can be played before or after ADCP4-2.6/1/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6518 SPEC4-3 Conflict in Calimport Tensions between Calimport, Memnon, and Almraiven are a constant for the citizens of Calimshan. If war were to break out between two of the cities, the third would have a powerful upper hand. Ala’Ammar, patriarch of House Asada, seeks adventures to travel to Calimport and incite the city to war with Memnon, tipping the scales in Almaraiven’s favor. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Heroic characters (levels 1-10). This adventure can be played before or after ADCP4-2.6/1/12 1:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6639 SPEC4-3 Conflict in Calimport Tensions between Calimport, Memnon, and Almraiven are a constant for the citizens of Calimshan. If war were to break out between two of the cities, the third would have a powerful upper hand. Ala’Ammar, patriarch of House Asada, seeks adventures to travel to Calimport and incite the city to war with Memnon, tipping the scales in Almaraiven’s favor. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Heroic characters (levels 1-10). This adventure can be played before or after ADCP4-2.6/1/12 7:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6699 SPEC4-3 Conflict in Calimport Tensions between Calimport, Memnon, and Almraiven are a constant for the citizens of Calimshan. If war were to break out between two of the cities, the third would have a powerful upper hand. Ala’Ammar, patriarch of House Asada, seeks adventures to travel to Calimport and incite the city to war with Memnon, tipping the scales in Almaraiven’s favor. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Heroic characters (levels 1-10). This adventure can be played before or after ADCP4-2.6/2/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6912 SPEC4-3 Conflict in Calimport Tensions between Calimport, Memnon, and Almraiven are a constant for the citizens of Calimshan. If war were to break out between two of the cities, the third would have a powerful upper hand. Ala’Ammar, patriarch of House Asada, seeks adventures to travel to Calimport and incite the city to war with Memnon, tipping the scales in Almaraiven’s favor. A Living Forgotten Realms Adventure set in Calimshan for Heroic characters (levels 1-10). This adventure can be played before or after ADCP4-2.6/3/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6067 SPEC4-4 Mischief in Memnon An uneasy truce between three cities has led to a delicate balance of power. If any two were to wage war, the third could grow strong enough to swiftly conquer all of Calimshan. One ambitious human aims to ensure that the city of Almraiven emerges victorious once the dust has settled. With the cunning and prowess of a small band of adventurers, the last bastion of humanity in the region may yet triumph over the evil empires of Calimport and Memnon. A single-round Living Forgotten Realms adventure set in Memnon for characters level 11-20. This adventure is part of a story arc that includes SPEC4-3 and the CALI4-1 though 4-3 series, and is designed to be playable before or after those adventures.5/30/12 6:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6137 SPEC4-4 Mischief in Memnon An uneasy truce between three cities has led to a delicate balance of power. If any two were to wage war, the third could grow strong enough to swiftly conquer all of Calimshan. One ambitious human aims to ensure that the city of Almraiven emerges victorious once the dust has settled. With the cunning and prowess of a small band of adventurers, the last bastion of humanity in the region may yet triumph over the evil empires of Calimport and Memnon. A single-round Living Forgotten Realms adventure set in Memnon for characters level 11-20. This adventure is part of a story arc that includes SPEC4-3 and the CALI4-1 though 4-3 series, and is designed to be playable before or after those adventures.5/31/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6216 SPEC4-4 Mischief in Memnon An uneasy truce between three cities has led to a delicate balance of power. If any two were to wage war, the third could grow strong enough to swiftly conquer all of Calimshan. One ambitious human aims to ensure that the city of Almraiven emerges victorious once the dust has settled. With the cunning and prowess of a small band of adventurers, the last bastion of humanity in the region may yet triumph over the evil empires of Calimport and Memnon. A single-round Living Forgotten Realms adventure set in Memnon for characters level 11-20. This adventure is part of a story arc that includes SPEC4-3 and the CALI4-1 though 4-3 series, and is designed to be playable before or after those adventures.5/31/12 1:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6332 SPEC4-4 Mischief in Memnon An uneasy truce between three cities has led to a delicate balance of power. If any two were to wage war, the third could grow strong enough to swiftly conquer all of Calimshan. One ambitious human aims to ensure that the city of Almraiven emerges victorious once the dust has settled. With the cunning and prowess of a small band of adventurers, the last bastion of humanity in the region may yet triumph over the evil empires of Calimport and Memnon. A single-round Living Forgotten Realms adventure set in Memnon for characters level 11-20. This adventure is part of a story arc that includes SPEC4-3 and the CALI4-1 though 4-3 series, and is designed to be playable before or after those adventures.5/31/12 7:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6444 SPEC4-4 Mischief in Memnon An uneasy truce between three cities has led to a delicate balance of power. If any two were to wage war, the third could grow strong enough to swiftly conquer all of Calimshan. One ambitious human aims to ensure that the city of Almraiven emerges victorious once the dust has settled. With the cunning and prowess of a small band of adventurers, the last bastion of humanity in the region may yet triumph over the evil empires of Calimport and Memnon. A single-round Living Forgotten Realms adventure set in Memnon for characters level 11-20. This adventure is part of a story arc that includes SPEC4-3 and the CALI4-1 though 4-3 series, and is designed to be playable before or after those adventures.6/1/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6519 SPEC4-4 Mischief in Memnon An uneasy truce between three cities has led to a delicate balance of power. If any two were to wage war, the third could grow strong enough to swiftly conquer all of Calimshan. One ambitious human aims to ensure that the city of Almraiven emerges victorious once the dust has settled. With the cunning and prowess of a small band of adventurers, the last bastion of humanity in the region may yet triumph over the evil empires of Calimport and Memnon. A single-round Living Forgotten Realms adventure set in Memnon for characters level 11-20. This adventure is part of a story arc that includes SPEC4-3 and the CALI4-1 though 4-3 series, and is designed to be playable before or after those adventures.6/1/12 1:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6640 SPEC4-4 Mischief in Memnon An uneasy truce between three cities has led to a delicate balance of power. If any two were to wage war, the third could grow strong enough to swiftly conquer all of Calimshan. One ambitious human aims to ensure that the city of Almraiven emerges victorious once the dust has settled. With the cunning and prowess of a small band of adventurers, the last bastion of humanity in the region may yet triumph over the evil empires of Calimport and Memnon. A single-round Living Forgotten Realms adventure set in Memnon for characters level 11-20. This adventure is part of a story arc that includes SPEC4-3 and the CALI4-1 though 4-3 series, and is designed to be playable before or after those adventures.6/1/12 7:00 PM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6700 SPEC4-4 Mischief in Memnon An uneasy truce between three cities has led to a delicate balance of power. If any two were to wage war, the third could grow strong enough to swiftly conquer all of Calimshan. One ambitious human aims to ensure that the city of Almraiven emerges victorious once the dust has settled. With the cunning and prowess of a small band of adventurers, the last bastion of humanity in the region may yet triumph over the evil empires of Calimport and Memnon. A single-round Living Forgotten Realms adventure set in Memnon for characters level 11-20. This adventure is part of a story arc that includes SPEC4-3 and the CALI4-1 though 4-3 series, and is designed to be playable before or after those adventures.6/2/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6913 SPEC4-4 Mischief in Memnon An uneasy truce between three cities has led to a delicate balance of power. If any two were to wage war, the third could grow strong enough to swiftly conquer all of Calimshan. One ambitious human aims to ensure that the city of Almraiven emerges victorious once the dust has settled. With the cunning and prowess of a small band of adventurers, the last bastion of humanity in the region may yet triumph over the evil empires of Calimport and Memnon. A single-round Living Forgotten Realms adventure set in Memnon for characters level 11-20. This adventure is part of a story arc that includes SPEC4-3 and the CALI4-1 though 4-3 series, and is designed to be playable before or after those adventures.6/3/12 8:00 AM Baldman Games Regency Ballroom

6005 Fellowship of the White Star: A407 The Tunguska Event by David NadolnyA407 The Tunguska Event by David Nadolny, The elders in Pokrovskoye, Russia have uncovered a plot that Rasputin is about to unleash on not only Russia, but the world. Can the heroes thwart his nefarious mind once again? An adventure designed for mid-level characters set in the Fellowship of the White Star setting of Earth, 1908.5/30/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union B

6122 Fellowship of the White Star: A501 Hatchet Job, a Qabal Wars series module by Victor LongA501 Hatchet Job, a Qabal Wars series module by Victor Long. A string of murders in New Orleans attracts the attention of the Fellowship. Is the killer a supernatural demon, feasting on the souls of the living? Or a secret society enacting a bloody agenda? Or a simple serial killer? An FWS event for mid level heroes set on Tuesday, March 16, 1909.5/31/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union B

6420 Fellowship of the White Star: A501 Hatchet Job, a Qabal Wars series module by Victor LongA501 Hatchet Job, a Qabal Wars series module by Victor Long. A string of murders in New Orleans attracts the attention of the Fellowship. Is the killer a supernatural demon, feasting on the souls of the living? Or a secret society enacting a bloody agenda? Or a simple serial killer? An FWS event for mid level heroes set on Tuesday, March 16, 1909.6/1/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union B

6617 Fellowship of the White Star: A501 Hatchet Job, a Qabal Wars series module by Victor LongA501 Hatchet Job, a Qabal Wars series module by Victor Long. A string of murders in New Orleans attracts the attention of the Fellowship. Is the killer a supernatural demon, feasting on the souls of the living? Or a secret society enacting a bloody agenda? Or a simple serial killer? An FWS event for mid level heroes set on Tuesday, March 16, 1909.6/1/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union B

6225 Fellowship of the White Star: A502 Airship, a Qabal Wars series module by Timothy TravisA502 Airship, a Qabal Wars series module by Timothy Travis. The Fellowship receives an urgent request for help from Semper Fi involving stolen military plans, German spies, and a dirigible. What could possibly go wrong? An FWS event for low level heroes set in 1909.5/31/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union B



6618 Fellowship of the White Star: A502 Airship, a Qabal Wars series module by Timothy TravisA502 Airship, a Qabal Wars series module by Timothy Travis. The Fellowship receives an urgent request for help from Semper Fi involving stolen military plans, German spies, and a dirigible. What could possibly go wrong? An FWS event for low level heroes set in 1909.6/1/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union B

6686 Fellowship of the White Star: A502 Airship, a Qabal Wars series module by Timothy TravisA502 Airship, a Qabal Wars series module by Timothy Travis. The Fellowship receives an urgent request for help from Semper Fi involving stolen military plans, German spies, and a dirigible. What could possibly go wrong? An FWS event for low level heroes set in 1909.6/2/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union B

6309 Fellowship of the White Star: A503 Les Sabotages, a Qabal Wars series module by Bruce FinchA503 Les Sabotages, a Qabal Wars series module by Bruce Finch. The Fellowship's aid has been requested to help defuse a potentially explosive political, physical, and social situation in Quebec. An FWS event for low level heroes set in 1909.5/31/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union B

6687 Fellowship of the White Star: A503 Les Sabotages, a Qabal Wars series module by Bruce FinchA503 Les Sabotages, a Qabal Wars series module by Bruce Finch. The Fellowship's aid has been requested to help defuse a potentially explosive political, physical, and social situation in Quebec. An FWS event for low level heroes set in 1909.6/2/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union B

6782 Fellowship of the White Star: A503 Les Sabotages, a Qabal Wars series module by Bruce FinchA503 Les Sabotages, a Qabal Wars series module by Bruce Finch. The Fellowship's aid has been requested to help defuse a potentially explosive political, physical, and social situation in Quebec. An FWS event for low level heroes set in 1909.6/2/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union B

6421 Fellowship of the White Star: A504 Poison Tree, a Qabal Wars series module by Brian MartinA504 Poison Tree, a Qabal Wars series module by Brian Martin. The characters are sent to the mountains of Bulgaria to look into the death of a Fellowship agent. Her family holds the key to unraveling the mystery, but who can be trusted to aid in the investigation? An FWS event for mid level heroes set in 1909.6/1/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union B

6783 Fellowship of the White Star: A504 Poison Tree, a Qabal Wars series module by Brian MartinA504 Poison Tree, a Qabal Wars series module by Brian Martin. The characters are sent to the mountains of Bulgaria to look into the death of a Fellowship agent. Her family holds the key to unraveling the mystery, but who can be trusted to aid in the investigation? An FWS event for mid level heroes set in 1909.6/2/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union B

6848 Fellowship of the White Star: A504 Poison Tree, a Qabal Wars series module by Brian MartinA504 Poison Tree, a Qabal Wars series module by Brian Martin. The characters are sent to the mountains of Bulgaria to look into the death of a Fellowship agent. Her family holds the key to unraveling the mystery, but who can be trusted to aid in the investigation? An FWS event for mid level heroes set in 1909.6/2/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union B

6619 Fellowship of the White Star: A505 Into the Jungle, a Qabal Wars/and Part One of the Kogi Chronicles module by Alexander ShayA505 Into the Jungle, a Qabal Wars/and Part One of the Kogi Chronicles module by Alexander Shay. A cry for help. A ritual to save the world, or possibly destroy it. Three forces set on a collision course over the fate of reality itself. What’s better than a relaxing trip to the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta during the rainy season? An FWS event for mid/high level heroes set in Columbia in 1909. Due to the nature of the module, the author recommends outdoorsmen or combat-oriented characters.6/1/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union B

6849 Fellowship of the White Star: A505 Into the Jungle, a Qabal Wars/and Part One of the Kogi Chronicles module by Alexander ShayA505 Into the Jungle, a Qabal Wars/and Part One of the Kogi Chronicles module by Alexander Shay. A cry for help. A ritual to save the world, or possibly destroy it. Three forces set on a collision course over the fate of reality itself. What’s better than a relaxing trip to the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta during the rainy season? An FWS event for mid/high level heroes set in Columbia in 1909. Due to the nature of the module, the author recommends outdoorsmen or combat-oriented characters.6/2/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union B

6906 Fellowship of the White Star: A505 Into the Jungle, a Qabal Wars/and Part One of the Kogi Chronicles module by Alexander ShayA505 Into the Jungle, a Qabal Wars/and Part One of the Kogi Chronicles module by Alexander Shay. A cry for help. A ritual to save the world, or possibly destroy it. Three forces set on a collision course over the fate of reality itself. What’s better than a relaxing trip to the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta during the rainy season? An FWS event for mid/high level heroes set in Columbia in 1909. Due to the nature of the module, the author recommends outdoorsmen or combat-oriented characters.6/3/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union B

6784 Fellowship of the White Star: A506 The Fist of Earth, a Qabal Wars series module by John JonesA506 The Fist of Earth, a Qabal Wars series module by John Jones. The Black Dragon Society of Japan, citing deployment of their resources on another matter, has called upon the Fellowship of the White Star for assistance. In response, the PCs travel to Japan's southern island of Kyushu to investigate rumors of a mysterious porcelain mask. An FWS event for mid level heroes set in 1909.6/2/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union B

6907 Fellowship of the White Star: A506 The Fist of Earth, a Qabal Wars series module by John JonesA506 The Fist of Earth, a Qabal Wars series module by John Jones. The Black Dragon Society of Japan, citing deployment of their resources on another matter, has called upon the Fellowship of the White Star for assistance. In response, the PCs travel to Japan's southern island of Kyushu to investigate rumors of a mysterious porcelain mask. An FWS event for mid level heroes set in 1909.6/3/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union B

6943 Fellowship of the White Star: A506 The Fist of Earth, a Qabal Wars series module by John JonesA506 The Fist of Earth, a Qabal Wars series module by John Jones. The Black Dragon Society of Japan, citing deployment of their resources on another matter, has called upon the Fellowship of the White Star for assistance. In response, the PCs travel to Japan's southern island of Kyushu to investigate rumors of a mysterious porcelain mask. An FWS event for mid level heroes set in 1909.6/3/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union B

6310 Fellowship of the White Star: B101 Greased Lightning by Victor LongB101 Greased Lightning by Victor Long. The Fellowship has summoned you to Detroit, Michigan to recover the worldly possessions of some murder victims. Can this task be as straightforward as it seems? A D20 event designed for any level characters set in the Fellowship of the White Star campaign of Earth, 1905. Written by Victor Long.5/31/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union B

6123 Fellowship of the White Star: B102 Thunderbirds! By David NadolnyB102 Thunderbirds! by David Nadolny. Tales of bird monsters larger than a man have been told for hundreds of years so why has the Fellowship dispatched you to investigate a rash of sightings in rural Arizona? A D20 event designed for low-level characters set in the Fellowship of the White Star campaign of Earth, 1905. Written by David Nadolny with thanks to Peter Parker for Winslow detail.5/31/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union B

6079 Fellowship of the White Star: B107 Silent Night by Victor Long B107 Silent Night by Victor Long, An Oracle has experienced a mundane crime of robbery. But, the items stolen could have disastrous supernatural consequences. You must solve the crime before the criminals realize what they have and before the local police confiscate the artifacts. A module designed for low-level characters set in the Fellowship of the White Star campaign of Earth, 12/24/1905.5/30/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union B

6944 Fellowship of the White Star: B108 Lady in Red by David Nadolny B108 Lady in Red by David Nadolny. A mysterious dancer who has become popular in Paris recently is somehow involved in a series of unusual events. Your group has been sent to investigate this dancer known as Mata Hari. This is an event for mid level heroes set in the 1905 FWS campaign year.6/3/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union B

6226 Fellowship of the White Star: B305 Red Crown by Steve Yee B305 Red Crown by Steve Yee. "Beware the Red Crown," the old woman divined. "The Crown corrupts. Fire burns and cauldron bubbles. Ah, the years do slip away..." Why are divinations always so cryptic? Will blind trust reveal all or be but the first step on the road to perdition? An adventure designed for mid-level characters with a tough combat set in the Fellowship of the White Star setting of Earth, Monday, August 5, 1907.5/31/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union B

6034 Fellowship of the White Star: B411 Do you Hear What I Hear by Victor LongB411 Do you Hear What I Hear by Victor Long. Children are missing on Christmas Eve in Martha's Vineyard. The only person who seems to know anything is a young lady whose ears can only hear the secrets of the dead. Will the children be reunited with their families before Christmas, or will a terrible ritual be completed? An FWS event for low-mid level heroes set on December 24, 1908.5/30/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union B

6227 Fellowship of the White Star: B411 Do you Hear What I Hear by Victor LongB411 Do you Hear What I Hear by Victor Long. Children are missing on Christmas Eve in Martha's Vineyard. The only person who seems to know anything is a young lady whose ears can only hear the secrets of the dead. Will the children be reunited with their families before Christmas, or will a terrible ritual be completed? An FWS event for low-mid level heroes set on December 24, 1908.5/31/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union B

6850 Fellowship of the White Star: B411 Do you Hear What I Hear by Victor LongB411 Do you Hear What I Hear by Victor Long. Children are missing on Christmas Eve in Martha's Vineyard. The only person who seems to know anything is a young lady whose ears can only hear the secrets of the dead. Will the children be reunited with their families before Christmas, or will a terrible ritual be completed? An FWS event for low-mid level heroes set on December 24, 1908.6/2/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union B

6035 Fellowship of the White Star: B501 Rest in Rock by Kaylenea FortnerB501 Rest in Rock by Kaylenea Fortner. Travel to Vernal, Utah and pay your respects at a funeral. What could go wrong? An FWS event for mid level heroes set in 1909.5/30/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union B

6620 Fellowship of the White Star: B501 Rest in Rock by Kaylenea FortnerB501 Rest in Rock by Kaylenea Fortner. Travel to Vernal, Utah and pay your respects at a funeral. What could go wrong? An FWS event for mid level heroes set in 1909.6/1/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union B

6945 Fellowship of the White Star: B501 Rest in Rock by Kaylenea FortnerB501 Rest in Rock by Kaylenea Fortner. Travel to Vernal, Utah and pay your respects at a funeral. What could go wrong? An FWS event for mid level heroes set in 1909.6/3/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union B

6080 Fellowship of the White Star: B503 A Dark Wind Howls by Steve YeeB503 A Dark Wind Howls by Steve Yee. A dark wind howls in from the sea, battering an ancient Tower. High atop the battlements a beacon of light appears, then quickly fades. For scant moments, the waning light reveals dark clouds forming into the shape of a colossal seven-headed dragon, its cavernous maws filled with rows upon rows of wickedly sharp teeth. From within the Tower, come the sounds of much merriment. Voices are raised in song and good cheer. The musicians play a lively tune. Yet, just above these happy sounds, the trembling, terrified whisper of an old man can be heard. "The Beast awakens...take heart, my children, and keep your blade close at hand...the Beast awakens...and He shall have dominion on Earth as in Heaven...." A perilous FWS event for mid level characters set in the Fellowship of the White Star Campaign of Earth, 1909.5/30/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union B

6311 Fellowship of the White Star: B503 A Dark Wind Howls by Steve YeeB503 A Dark Wind Howls by Steve Yee. A dark wind howls in from the sea, battering an ancient Tower. High atop the battlements a beacon of light appears, then quickly fades. For scant moments, the waning light reveals dark clouds forming into the shape of a colossal seven-headed dragon, its cavernous maws filled with rows upon rows of wickedly sharp teeth. From within the Tower, come the sounds of much merriment. Voices are raised in song and good cheer. The musicians play a lively tune. Yet, just above these happy sounds, the trembling, terrified whisper of an old man can be heard. "The Beast awakens...take heart, my children, and keep your blade close at hand...the Beast awakens...and He shall have dominion on Earth as in Heaven...." A perilous FWS event for mid level characters set in the Fellowship of the White Star Campaign of Earth, 1909.5/31/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union B

6785 Fellowship of the White Star: B503 A Dark Wind Howls by Steve YeeB503 A Dark Wind Howls by Steve Yee. A dark wind howls in from the sea, battering an ancient Tower. High atop the battlements a beacon of light appears, then quickly fades. For scant moments, the waning light reveals dark clouds forming into the shape of a colossal seven-headed dragon, its cavernous maws filled with rows upon rows of wickedly sharp teeth. From within the Tower, come the sounds of much merriment. Voices are raised in song and good cheer. The musicians play a lively tune. Yet, just above these happy sounds, the trembling, terrified whisper of an old man can be heard. "The Beast awakens...take heart, my children, and keep your blade close at hand...the Beast awakens...and He shall have dominion on Earth as in Heaven...." A perilous FWS event for mid level characters set in the Fellowship of the White Star Campaign of Earth, 1909.6/2/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union B

6422 Fellowship of the White Star: D402 The Ghosts of London, Part Seven of the Ripper anniversary series Brian Martin:D402 The Ghosts of London, conclusion of the Ripper series by Brian Martin, Starting on August 31, a ghost on Durward Street appears every day at 3:40 AM and remains until it has tasted blood. Another starts appearing on Hanbury Street on September 8. Can you put them to rest before the body count reaches a point that the supernatural aspect of the killings can no longer be ignored? An adventure designed for mid/high-level characters set in the Fellowship of the White Star setting of Earth, 1908.6/1/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union B

6006 Fellowship of the White Star: I501 Dementia FWS Intro module by Misty LongI501 Dementia Intro FWS module by Misty Long. You saw something that shouldn’t have been possible; the only way to describe it was magic. When you told a trusted family member they had you committed to an asylum. Now, you have to find a way to prove that you are not insane and find a way out of this crazy house, because the doctors are out to kill you. An FWS event designed to introduce players and new characters to the Fellowship of the White Star campaign of Earth, 1909. The pre-gen characters that are provided at the end of the module fit the module the best. If they are not used, players will need to supply their own role-play reason for their 1st level hero being at the event.5/30/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union B

6228 Fellowship of the White Star: I501 Dementia FWS Intro module by Misty LongI501 Dementia Intro FWS module by Misty Long. You saw something that shouldn’t have been possible; the only way to describe it was magic. When you told a trusted family member they had you committed to an asylum. Now, you have to find a way to prove that you are not insane and find a way out of this crazy house, because the doctors are out to kill you. An FWS event designed to introduce players and new characters to the Fellowship of the White Star campaign of Earth, 1909. The pre-gen characters that are provided at the end of the module fit the module the best. If they are not used, players will need to supply their own role-play reason for their 1st level hero being at the event.5/31/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union B

6423 Fellowship of the White Star: I501 Dementia FWS Intro module by Misty LongI501 Dementia Intro FWS module by Misty Long. You saw something that shouldn’t have been possible; the only way to describe it was magic. When you told a trusted family member they had you committed to an asylum. Now, you have to find a way to prove that you are not insane and find a way out of this crazy house, because the doctors are out to kill you. An FWS event designed to introduce players and new characters to the Fellowship of the White Star campaign of Earth, 1909. The pre-gen characters that are provided at the end of the module fit the module the best. If they are not used, players will need to supply their own role-play reason for their 1st level hero being at the event.6/1/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union B

6851 Fellowship of the White Star: I501 Dementia FWS Intro module by Misty LongI501 Dementia Intro FWS module by Misty Long. You saw something that shouldn’t have been possible; the only way to describe it was magic. When you told a trusted family member they had you committed to an asylum. Now, you have to find a way to prove that you are not insane and find a way out of this crazy house, because the doctors are out to kill you. An FWS event designed to introduce players and new characters to the Fellowship of the White Star campaign of Earth, 1909. The pre-gen characters that are provided at the end of the module fit the module the best. If they are not used, players will need to supply their own role-play reason for their 1st level hero being at the event.6/2/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union B

6946 Fellowship of the White Star: I501 Dementia FWS Intro module by Misty LongI501 Dementia Intro FWS module by Misty Long. You saw something that shouldn’t have been possible; the only way to describe it was magic. When you told a trusted family member they had you committed to an asylum. Now, you have to find a way to prove that you are not insane and find a way out of this crazy house, because the doctors are out to kill you. An FWS event designed to introduce players and new characters to the Fellowship of the White Star campaign of Earth, 1909. The pre-gen characters that are provided at the end of the module fit the module the best. If they are not used, players will need to supply their own role-play reason for their 1st level hero being at the event.6/3/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union B

6000 Arcanis A1 Soft Point TBA 5/30/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union A

6031 Arcanis A1 Soft Point TBA 5/30/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union A



6072 Arcanis A1 Soft Point TBA 5/30/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union A

6115 Arcanis A1 Soft Point TBA 5/31/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union A

6220 Arcanis A1 Soft Point TBA 5/31/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union A

6410 Arcanis A1 Soft Point TBA 6/1/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union A

6529 Arcanis A1 Soft Point TBA 6/1/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union A

6604 Arcanis A1 Soft Point TBA 6/1/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union A

6001 Arcanis A1-HP12 Wolves in the Fold News reaches the Heroes of the impossible – Rohan Stetz is branded a deserter! Not believing that their good friend could be so craven, the Heroes set off for enemy territory to clear Rohan’s good name! This game is part of the Legends of Arcanis organized play campaign. Players may bring their own character or use a pre-built character available in Gathering HQ. www.shatteredempires.com5/30/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union A

6032 Arcanis A1-HP12 Wolves in the Fold News reaches the Heroes of the impossible – Rohan Stetz is branded a deserter! Not believing that their good friend could be so craven, the Heroes set off for enemy territory to clear Rohan’s good name! This game is part of the Legends of Arcanis organized play campaign. Players may bring their own character or use a pre-built character available in Gathering HQ. www.shatteredempires.com5/30/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union A

6073 Arcanis A1-HP12 Wolves in the Fold News reaches the Heroes of the impossible – Rohan Stetz is branded a deserter! Not believing that their good friend could be so craven, the Heroes set off for enemy territory to clear Rohan’s good name! This game is part of the Legends of Arcanis organized play campaign. Players may bring their own character or use a pre-built character available in Gathering HQ. www.shatteredempires.com5/30/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union A

6116 Arcanis A1-HP12 Wolves in the Fold News reaches the Heroes of the impossible – Rohan Stetz is branded a deserter! Not believing that their good friend could be so craven, the Heroes set off for enemy territory to clear Rohan’s good name! This game is part of the Legends of Arcanis organized play campaign. Players may bring their own character or use a pre-built character available in Gathering HQ. www.shatteredempires.com5/31/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union A

6221 Arcanis A1-HP12 Wolves in the Fold News reaches the Heroes of the impossible – Rohan Stetz is branded a deserter! Not believing that their good friend could be so craven, the Heroes set off for enemy territory to clear Rohan’s good name! This game is part of the Legends of Arcanis organized play campaign. Players may bring their own character or use a pre-built character available in Gathering HQ. www.shatteredempires.com5/31/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union A

6411 Arcanis A1-HP12 Wolves in the Fold News reaches the Heroes of the impossible – Rohan Stetz is branded a deserter! Not believing that their good friend could be so craven, the Heroes set off for enemy territory to clear Rohan’s good name! This game is part of the Legends of Arcanis organized play campaign. Players may bring their own character or use a pre-built character available in Gathering HQ. www.shatteredempires.com6/1/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union A

6530 Arcanis A1-HP12 Wolves in the Fold News reaches the Heroes of the impossible – Rohan Stetz is branded a deserter! Not believing that their good friend could be so craven, the Heroes set off for enemy territory to clear Rohan’s good name! This game is part of the Legends of Arcanis organized play campaign. Players may bring their own character or use a pre-built character available in Gathering HQ. www.shatteredempires.com6/1/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union A

6605 Arcanis A1-HP12 Wolves in the Fold News reaches the Heroes of the impossible – Rohan Stetz is branded a deserter! Not believing that their good friend could be so craven, the Heroes set off for enemy territory to clear Rohan’s good name! This game is part of the Legends of Arcanis organized play campaign. Players may bring their own character or use a pre-built character available in Gathering HQ. www.shatteredempires.com6/1/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union A

6412 Arcanis A1-HP13 For Hate's Sake… The fortress enclave of the Tir Betoqi resound with ruthless murder, foul betrayal and unspeakable mayhem as the final battle between the forces of Uhxbractit and the Crusade clash throughout the Hinterlands and perhaps, even time itself? This game is part of the Legends of Arcanis organized play campaign. Players may bring their own character or use a pre-built character available in Gathering HQ. www.shatteredempires.com6/1/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union A

6531 Arcanis A1-HP13 For Hate's Sake… The fortress enclave of the Tir Betoqi resound with ruthless murder, foul betrayal and unspeakable mayhem as the final battle between the forces of Uhxbractit and the Crusade clash throughout the Hinterlands and perhaps, even time itself? This game is part of the Legends of Arcanis organized play campaign. Players may bring their own character or use a pre-built character available in Gathering HQ. www.shatteredempires.com6/1/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union A

6606 Arcanis A1-HP13 For Hate's Sake… The fortress enclave of the Tir Betoqi resound with ruthless murder, foul betrayal and unspeakable mayhem as the final battle between the forces of Uhxbractit and the Crusade clash throughout the Hinterlands and perhaps, even time itself? This game is part of the Legends of Arcanis organized play campaign. Players may bring their own character or use a pre-built character available in Gathering HQ. www.shatteredempires.com6/1/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union A

6672 Arcanis A1-HP13 For Hate's Sake… The fortress enclave of the Tir Betoqi resound with ruthless murder, foul betrayal and unspeakable mayhem as the final battle between the forces of Uhxbractit and the Crusade clash throughout the Hinterlands and perhaps, even time itself? This game is part of the Legends of Arcanis organized play campaign. Players may bring their own character or use a pre-built character available in Gathering HQ. www.shatteredempires.com6/2/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union A

6779 Arcanis A1-HP14 …I Spit My Last Breath at Thee! The final battle lines against the Scourge of the Infernals have been drawn and it extends through time itself. As the Heroes battle the Devil King Uhxbractit in the past as well as the present, it becomes evident that no matter the outcome – this shall be the final battle of the Crusade!  This game is part of the Legends of Arcanis organized play campaign. Players may bring their own character or use a pre-built character available in Gathering HQ. www.shatteredempires.com6/2/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union A

6002 Arcanis Arc 1 Open Library Play any adventure from the first story arc or Legends of Arcanis!5/30/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union A

6033 Arcanis Arc 1 Open Library Play any adventure from the first story arc or Legends of Arcanis!5/30/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union A

6074 Arcanis Arc 1 Open Library Play any adventure from the first story arc or Legends of Arcanis!5/30/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union A

6109 Arcanis Arc 1 Open Library Play any adventure from the first story arc or Legends of Arcanis!5/31/12 12:00 AM The Gathering Union A

6401 Arcanis Arc 1 Open Library Play any adventure from the first story arc or Legends of Arcanis!6/1/12 12:00 AM The Gathering Union A

6663 Arcanis Arc 1 Open Library Play any adventure from the first story arc or Legends of Arcanis!6/2/12 12:00 AM The Gathering Union A

6902 Arcanis Arc 1 Open Library Play any adventure from the first story arc or Legends of Arcanis!6/3/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union A

6942 Arcanis Arc 1 Open Library Play any adventure from the first story arc or Legends of Arcanis!6/3/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union A

6623 HoR Blessing of the Dragon The lands of the Dragon have yielded a surprising bounty this year; which Clan will share in this bounty, and what will they give in exchange? Political Interactive http://www.heroes-of-rokugan.com/index.php http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/heroesofrokugan3/?yguid=4203098616/1/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union C

6036 HoR Castle of Water A boat carrying children under Isawa Toichi's protection has gone missing, and all eyes turn to the mysterious ship spotted along the Phoenix coast. http://www.heroes-of-rokugan.com/index.php http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/heroesofrokugan3/?yguid=4203098615/30/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union C

6083 HoR Castle of Water A boat carrying children under Isawa Toichi's protection has gone missing, and all eyes turn to the mysterious ship spotted along the Phoenix coast. http://www.heroes-of-rokugan.com/index.php http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/heroesofrokugan3/?yguid=4203098615/30/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union C

6229 HoR Castle of Water A boat carrying children under Isawa Toichi's protection has gone missing, and all eyes turn to the mysterious ship spotted along the Phoenix coast. http://www.heroes-of-rokugan.com/index.php http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/heroesofrokugan3/?yguid=4203098615/31/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union C

6313 HoR Castle of Water A boat carrying children under Isawa Toichi's protection has gone missing, and all eyes turn to the mysterious ship spotted along the Phoenix coast. http://www.heroes-of-rokugan.com/index.php http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/heroesofrokugan3/?yguid=4203098615/31/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union C

6424 HoR Castle of Water A boat carrying children under Isawa Toichi's protection has gone missing, and all eyes turn to the mysterious ship spotted along the Phoenix coast. http://www.heroes-of-rokugan.com/index.php http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/heroesofrokugan3/?yguid=4203098616/1/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union C

6534 HoR Castle of Water A boat carrying children under Isawa Toichi's protection has gone missing, and all eyes turn to the mysterious ship spotted along the Phoenix coast. http://www.heroes-of-rokugan.com/index.php http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/heroesofrokugan3/?yguid=4203098616/1/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union C

6786 HoR Castle of Water A boat carrying children under Isawa Toichi's protection has gone missing, and all eyes turn to the mysterious ship spotted along the Phoenix coast. http://www.heroes-of-rokugan.com/index.php http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/heroesofrokugan3/?yguid=4203098616/2/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union C

6854 HoR Castle of Water A boat carrying children under Isawa Toichi's protection has gone missing, and all eyes turn to the mysterious ship spotted along the Phoenix coast. http://www.heroes-of-rokugan.com/index.php http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/heroesofrokugan3/?yguid=4203098616/2/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union C



6037 HoR Open Library Any of the mods available from the Heroes of Rokugan, Spirit of Bushido Library as tables can be filled. For more information please see http://heroes-of-rokugan.com/5/30/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union C

6084 HoR Open Library Any of the mods available from the Heroes of Rokugan, Spirit of Bushido Library as tables can be filled. For more information please see http://heroes-of-rokugan.com/5/30/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union C

6110 HoR Open Library Any of the mods available from the Heroes of Rokugan, Spirit of Bushido Library as tables can be filled. For more information please see http://heroes-of-rokugan.com/5/31/12 12:00 AM The Gathering Union C

6230 HoR Open Library Any of the mods available from the Heroes of Rokugan, Spirit of Bushido Library as tables can be filled. For more information please see http://heroes-of-rokugan.com/5/31/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union C

6314 HoR Open Library Any of the mods available from the Heroes of Rokugan, Spirit of Bushido Library as tables can be filled. For more information please see http://heroes-of-rokugan.com/5/31/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union C

6402 HoR Open Library Any of the mods available from the Heroes of Rokugan, Spirit of Bushido Library as tables can be filled. For more information please see http://heroes-of-rokugan.com/6/1/12 12:00 AM The Gathering Union C

6425 HoR Open Library Any of the mods available from the Heroes of Rokugan, Spirit of Bushido Library as tables can be filled. For more information please see http://heroes-of-rokugan.com/6/1/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union C

6535 HoR Open Library Any of the mods available from the Heroes of Rokugan, Spirit of Bushido Library as tables can be filled. For more information please see http://heroes-of-rokugan.com/6/1/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union C

6664 HoR Open Library Any of the mods available from the Heroes of Rokugan, Spirit of Bushido Library as tables can be filled. For more information please see http://heroes-of-rokugan.com/6/2/12 12:00 AM The Gathering Union C

6787 HoR Open Library Any of the mods available from the Heroes of Rokugan, Spirit of Bushido Library as tables can be filled. For more information please see http://heroes-of-rokugan.com/6/2/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union C

6855 HoR Open Library Any of the mods available from the Heroes of Rokugan, Spirit of Bushido Library as tables can be filled. For more information please see http://heroes-of-rokugan.com/6/2/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union C

6038 HoR The Perfect Weapon An innovative design for a new Crab siege engine may prove invaluable on the Wall, if the sabotage that has plagued its development can be stopped. Low/Mid-Rank, Roleplay/Combat  Pregenerated characters will be available on site. http://www.heroes-of-rokugan.com/index.php http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/heroesofrokugan3/?yguid=4203098615/30/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union C

6085 HoR The Perfect Weapon An innovative design for a new Crab siege engine may prove invaluable on the Wall, if the sabotage that has plagued its development can be stopped. Low/Mid-Rank, Roleplay/Combat  Pregenerated characters will be available on site. http://www.heroes-of-rokugan.com/index.php http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/heroesofrokugan3/?yguid=4203098615/30/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union C

6231 HoR The Perfect Weapon An innovative design for a new Crab siege engine may prove invaluable on the Wall, if the sabotage that has plagued its development can be stopped. Low/Mid-Rank, Roleplay/Combat  Pregenerated characters will be available on site. http://www.heroes-of-rokugan.com/index.php http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/heroesofrokugan3/?yguid=4203098615/31/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union C

6315 HoR The Perfect Weapon An innovative design for a new Crab siege engine may prove invaluable on the Wall, if the sabotage that has plagued its development can be stopped. Low/Mid-Rank, Roleplay/Combat  Pregenerated characters will be available on site. http://www.heroes-of-rokugan.com/index.php http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/heroesofrokugan3/?yguid=4203098615/31/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union C

6426 HoR The Perfect Weapon An innovative design for a new Crab siege engine may prove invaluable on the Wall, if the sabotage that has plagued its development can be stopped. Low/Mid-Rank, Roleplay/Combat  Pregenerated characters will be available on site. http://www.heroes-of-rokugan.com/index.php http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/heroesofrokugan3/?yguid=4203098616/1/12 8:00 AM The Gathering Union C

6536 HoR The Perfect Weapon An innovative design for a new Crab siege engine may prove invaluable on the Wall, if the sabotage that has plagued its development can be stopped. Low/Mid-Rank, Roleplay/Combat  Pregenerated characters will be available on site. http://www.heroes-of-rokugan.com/index.php http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/heroesofrokugan3/?yguid=4203098616/1/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union C

6788 HoR The Perfect Weapon An innovative design for a new Crab siege engine may prove invaluable on the Wall, if the sabotage that has plagued its development can be stopped. Low/Mid-Rank, Roleplay/Combat  Pregenerated characters will be available on site. http://www.heroes-of-rokugan.com/index.php http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/heroesofrokugan3/?yguid=4203098616/2/12 1:30 PM The Gathering Union C

6856 HoR The Perfect Weapon An innovative design for a new Crab siege engine may prove invaluable on the Wall, if the sabotage that has plagued its development can be stopped. Low/Mid-Rank, Roleplay/Combat  Pregenerated characters will be available on site. http://www.heroes-of-rokugan.com/index.php http://games.groups.yahoo.com/group/heroesofrokugan3/?yguid=4203098616/2/12 7:00 PM The Gathering Union C


